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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New.
Large Print. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Scratching The
Cosmic Consciences is a book which the main character follows an unbeaten path and ends up
growing spiritually. This spiritually charged sci-fi novel takes you inside the knowledge of a culture
that balances Native Americans respect for the land combined with advance technology. The story
will take you deep into the character s mind and his higher self. Trevor a Dominican American who
grew up in New York City is plagued by weird dreams that are pushing him to build an apparatus
that will allow him to travel to another planet. He and his best friend Shinaga, together build this
apparatus and before there able to finish, Trevor s world comes crashing down when the love of his
life Felicia is killed. He now picks up the pieces and travels to a foreign planet where he meets a
highly spiritual 4000-year-old tree named Sequoyah that is able to walk and talk and teaches him to
look at his inner power.
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Comprehensive guide for ebook lovers. It is writter in simple words and phrases and never confusing. You are going to like how the writer create this pdf.
-- Dr . Cullen Schm itt MD-- Dr . Cullen Schm itt MD

A high quality ebook along with the font employed was fascinating to read. It really is writter in easy phrases rather than confusing. I am just easily can get
a satisfaction of looking at a composed publication.
-- Isa i B r a dtke-- Isa i B r a dtke
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